
We are a young and ambitious team of creative minds in the field of IT Security who have turned their hobby
into a profession. We help our customers – who range from innovative start-ups to DAX-listed corporations –
to master the challenges of IT Security. We offer exciting tasks and interesting projects to those who are
passionate about new technologies and who enjoy getting to the bottom of complex issues.

Join our team! We are interested in hiring you asap as a:

Cloud Security Consultant (m/f/d)

Your tasks

Your work as a Cloud Security Consultant includes:

► Identification and risk assessment of security 
vulnerabilities using methods such as penetration 
testing, technical analyses, and configuration 
reviews

► Execution of threat analyses and implementation of
realistic attack scenarios specific to cloud 
environments

► Individualized consultation with our customers on 
cloud security topics ranging from security 
architecture over deployment up to policies

► Presentation of results to customers, as well as 
consultation regarding improvement measures

Depending on the extent of your previous knowledge, your
experienced and specialized colleagues will introduce you to
the various assessment methods and approaches. At the
same time, you will complete the Offensive Security Certified
Professional (OSCP) training. 

Your Profile

You noticed that the cloud is here to stay and you appreciate
that. The Azure Portal, the AWS Management Console, or 
Google Cloud Console are your second home that the 
landlords are changing daily. You know that AWS 
CloudFormation, Google Cloud Deployment Manager, and 
Azure Resource Manager are the same Service, but you are 
also using Terraform. You are interested in IT security, follow
the latest developments in the area of cloud computing, know
why containers run in pods, and love your command line 
interface more than all the management portals.
If you have these traits along with core values such as 
reliability and honesty, we will be a good fit. You also have:

► a degree from a university or technical university in
informatics or electrical engineering, or comparable 
training and/or practical experience

► solid knowledge of cloud security and extensive 
technical know-how

► analytical thinking, dedication, and the ability to 
rapidly and independently familiarize yourself with 
new topics

► very good ability to communicate in German and 
English (spoken and written)

Other good reasons for working with us,
besides great colleagues, a flexible working
environment and plenty of creative freedom,
are described in detail on our website.

               Your new workplace
will be in Ulm, Hamburg or remote.

Interested? 
Send us your application materials in

digital form, encrypted using
OpenPGP if you prefer..

Your contact person:
Lena Unseld

lunseld@schutzwerk.com
https://www.schutzwerk.com
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